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Driving the driven atom: Spectral signatures

C. C. Yu, J. R. Bochinski, T. M. V. Kordich, and T. W. Mossberg
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~Received 25 August 1997!

We have measured the emission spectrum of two-level-like Ba atoms driven by a continuous-wave bichro-
matic field containing a strong resonant component and a weaker component detuned from atomic resonance
by the strong-field Rabi frequency. With the specified detuning, the weak field resonantly drives a transition of
the atom–strong-field dressed states. Observed spectra show that each peak of the normal~single-driving-field!
resonance fluorescence triplet is split into three subpeaks separated by one-half the weak-field Rabi frequency.
Also seen is another triplet of peaks displaced from the atomic resonance by twice the strong-field Rabi
frequency. Splitting of the normal triplet peaks can be explained through weak-field dressing of the strong-field
dressed states. The origin of the additional triplet is less transparent. Comparison with theory is made.
@S1050-2947~97!51411-9#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Hz, 42.62.Fi, 32.70.Jz, 32.80.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical and experimental studies of the spectral
dynamical features of two-level atoms~TLA’s ! under a va-
riety of continuous-wave~cw! strong-field driving conditions
have provided fundamental insight into light-matter intera
tions. A significant triumph of quantum optics is the pred
tion @1# and observation@2# of the three-peaked fluorescen
spectrum of TLA’s driven by a strong near-resonant mo
chromatic field. Of the three peaks, one occurs at the driv
field frequency~the center peak!, while the other two~the
sideband peaks! are symmetrically displaced about the cen
peak by the generalized Rabi frequency. The dressed-a
model@3# emerged as a powerful description of the comp
ite system of atom-plus-field. The system eigensta
~dressed states! form a ladder of doublets, with adjacent do
blets separated by the driving field frequency and split by
generalized Rabi frequency. In this dressed-atom picture
fluorescence peaks correspond to the transition frequen
between dressed levels, while peak areas reflect dressed
populations and relative transition strengths.

TLA’s display additional absorptive and emissive spect
features and dynamics when exposed to complex or p
chromatic driving fields@4#. These features have been stu
ied in a surprisingly limited number of experiments. App
cation of a weak, tunable probe field to monochromatica
driven TLA’s demonstrated gain without population inve
sion @5# and observations of cw two-photon optical gain a
lasing @6#. Spectrally integrated fluorescence intensity m
surements@7# in the presence of driving field modulatio
~bichromatic excitation! showed the presence of paramet
resonances. Other bichromatic field studies@8# revealed
novel features such as Rabi subharmonic resonances in
sorption spectra. Emission spectra dramatically differ
from the familiar triplet were observed in experiments
volving TLA’s driven by two equal intensity fields, sym
metrically detuned from the atomic resonance~symmetric
bichromatic excitation! @9,10#. Observed spectra display ad
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ditional peaks, intensity-independent peak separat
intensity-dependent peak quantity, and alternating peak l
widths. There have also been observations of Autler-Tow
spectra@11# of TLA’s driven by a 100% amplitude modu
lated field.

Recently, Wuet al. @12# have experimentally investigate
the transient dynamics of TLA’s driven by bichromatic field
comprised of a strong and weak component. It was fou
that the weaker field, appropriately tuned, excites trans
responses in the atom1 strong-field ‘‘molecule’’ that are
entirely analogous to those observed in the transient mo
chromatic excitation of purely material systems. We rep
here the results of a complementary experimental study
spectrally resolved fluorescence from TLA’s under simi
but cw driving conditions. Specifically, we make one fie
component resonant with the TLA~resonance frequencyna)
and one component detuned~see Fig. 1!. The detuning of the
nonresonant component is equal in magnitude to the R
frequency of the resonant driving component. Observati
reveal that many but not all aspects of the emitted spect

FIG. 1. The system under investigation is a two-level ato
driven by a bichromatic field with one resonant,n1, and one off-
resonant,n2, component.
R4381 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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can be understood in terms of a dressing of the dressed
by the weaker driving field component. Recent detailed c
culations of the spectra expected under our excitation co
tions are in excellent agreement with our observations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Experiments were conducted in an atomic beam of nat
barium with excitation frequencies chosen to maximize
contribution of nuclear-spin-free138Ba ~72% abundance! to
observed signals@13#. As will be discussed below, howeve
observed elastic-scattering signals contain substantial co
butions from other isotopes. The linearly polarized output
a single-mode cw laser at frequencyn1 ('1 MHz linewidth!
is frequency locked via saturation spectroscopic techniq
to na , the 553.5-nm (6s2) 1S0 –(6s6p) 1P1 resonance fre-
quency of 138Ba. The laser output is double passed throu
an acousto-optic deflector driven at frequencyd/25110 MHz
as shown in Fig. 2 to create a second variable amplit
driving field component at frequencyn25n12d. With a
single weak excitation field, the138Ba transition displayed an
absorption linewidth of 21 MHz, while the natural width o
the transitionG519 MHz. Excess width is attributed to th
angular spread of the atomic beam and excitation laser l
width. It is estimated that the saturation locking sche
maintainedun12nau,3 MHz where nonorthogonality of the
excitation and atomic beams contributes the primary de
ing uncertainty.

The barium atomic beam~0.75 mm diameter! intersects
the collimated, copropagating light fields~3.0 mm diameter!
at the center of a confocal, 5-cm, Fabry-Pe´rot cavity. Spatial
inhomogeneity of the laser excitation fields and hence R
frequencies over the active experimental volume is estima
to be less than 10%. The piezoelectrically scannable ca
has a finesse of 500 and a free spectral range~c/4L! of 1500
MHz. The cavity axis, laser fields, and atomic beam are
aligned to be mutually orthogonal. Spectra are measured
monitoring the light power emitted out the end of the cav
as a function of cavity length. Only a single-cavity mod
whose frequency we denote bync , fell within the atomic
emission profile. The spectral swept rate of the cavity mo

FIG. 2. Experiment schematic: RDL, cw ring dye laser; PB
polarization beam splitter; AOM, acousto-optic modulator; M, m
ror; l/4, quarter wave plate; EOM, electro-optic modulator; L, len
A1 and A2, apertures; PMT, photomultiplier tube.
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dnc /dt, varied by less than 3%, introducing correspondi
nonlinearity in observed spectra. Experimental spectral re
lution Gc is deduced from the observed width of weak sign
elastic scattering and is found to be 13 MHz. Maximal sp
tral resolution is obtained through spatial and angular filt
ing of cavity output signal prior to photomultiplier tube de
tection.

III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT

We report here~see Fig. 3! emission spectra recorded fo
V1'd5220 MHz and for variousV2, whereV1 (V2) is the
resonant Rabi frequency of the resonant~detuned! excitation
field. The traces labeledi represent the measured experime
tal results. Figure 3~a! is the Mollow triplet produced by the
strong field (n1) alone. When the second field is applied, t
three peaks of the spectrum broaden@Fig. 3~b!# and separate
into three subpeaks@Fig. 3~c!#. Each of the original peaks
from the Mollow spectrum gives rise to a daughter triplet
peaks. Interestingly, the daughter triplets are split byV2/2
rather thanV2. ~The value ofV2 is measured by temporarily
settingn25na , V150 and measuring the Mollow splitting.!
As the second field intensity is further increased@Fig. 3~d!#,
the daughter triplets increase in splitting and an entirely n
triplet of peaks appears on the far left-hand~lower fre-
quency! side of the spectrum. There is also some evide
for an additional peak or peaks appearing on the hi
frequency side of the spectrum.

,

;

FIG. 3. Tracesi ~i i ! represent measured~simulated! results of
atomic fluorescence intensity versus cavity detuning from
atomic transition frequency (nc2na). n15na , V15d5220 MHz,
andV2 is specified in each plot~a!–~d!.
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IV. INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Some of the spectral features shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~d!
can be derived from a simple model involving the dress
of the standard dressed states by the weaker detuned fie
Fig. 4~a!, we show the levels of an undressed two-level ato
In Fig. 4~b!, two doublets out of the ladder of ‘‘singly’’
dressed states (uN6&) corresponding to the TLA1 resonant
excitation field (n1) are shown. The familiar resonance flu
rescence triplet derives from the four possible transitions
tween the singly dressed states of Fig. 4~b!. As indicated, the
frequency of the second field,n2, is experimentally resonan
with a transition between the singly dressed statesuN1&
–u(N11)2&. One expects a second dressing of theuN6&
states analogous to that introduced into the atomic state
the first field (n1). Resultant doubly dressed levels are sho
in Fig. 4~c!. Owing to the periodic structure of the sing
dressed states, excitation of one singly dressed transition
the effect of splitting all of the singly dressed states givi
rise to a ladder of doubly dressed quartets. When one c
siders all possible transitions between the quartets, one fi
three triplets of peaks. The nine spectrally distinct peaks
pected provide motivation for three~the center and first ad
jacent! triplets that appear in the experimental spectra
Figs. 3~a!–3~d!. TheV2/2 splitting of the daughter triplets i
immediately motivated by calculation of the matrix eleme
between singly dressed states and finding it to be one-ha
that between the bare atomic states. The fourth triple
peaks cannot be explained by the simple doubly dres
states of Fig. 4~c!.

Recently Ficek and Freedhoff@14# have performed an ex
tensive analysis of bichromatically driven TLA’s. Applica
tion of this theory to our specific experimental conditio
predicts the spectra shown by tracesi i in Fig. 3, where the
following calculational parameters were employed:G519
MHz, Gc513 MHz,V15220 MHz, andd5220 MHz. More-
over, we include the effects of other weakly abundant
isotopes that are nonresonantly driven by the excita
fields. This consideration is important to accurately pred
the peak height atn1 andn2 due to Rayleigh scattering. W
point out that the theoretical plots~inclusive of isotopes!
agree remarkably well with the experimental results.

If the simulation is not extended to include the multip
isotope species and the finite instrumental resolution,

FIG. 4. ~a! Undressed two-level atom;~b! ‘‘singly’’ dressed
states;~c! doubly-dressed states.
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spectra represented in Fig. 5~tracesi i i ! are obtained. ForV2

Þ0, one finds narrow peaks atnc5n16nV1, wheren is an
integer. These peaks represent the coherent part of spe
We note thatGc52 MHz is assumed in this simulation t
avoid divergence of the coherent peaks. It is interesting
note that the theory predicts the spectral peak atna to be
suppressed by the application of the field at frequencyn2.
The tracesiv are the simulated spectra whenGc513 MHz is
assumed. Instrumental resolution effectively eliminates
small-area, narrow coherent peaks. Finally, the tracesi i
~identical to those in Fig. 3! show inclusion of isotope effect
as well as instrumental resolution. The primary effect of t
nonresonant isotopes is to regenerate the spectral pea
frequencyna that is predicted to be missing in the ide
two-level atom case.

In conclusion, we note that TLA response to bichroma
excitation is substantially different and more subtle than i
to monochromatic excitation. The convergence of theory a
experiment demonstrated here shows that this respons
least under the conditions studied here, is now reason
well understood.
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FIG. 5. Tracesi i i ~iv! represent simulated results forGc52
MHz ~13 MHz! when only a single isotope species is consider
Tracesi i are the same as in Fig. 3.
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